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Welcome to

ANCHORAGE
FINANCE

INTRODUCTION
In the age of decentralized finance (DeFi), there
are following problems: It’s very complex and
most people don’t have the time or the necessary
prior knowledge to act safe and effective. This is
where Anchorage Finance comes in. The aim of
Anchorage Finance is to bring you closer to DeFi
(decentralized finance) in a simple and
understandable way, to make it suitable for mass
adoption.
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EXAMPLE

ANCHORAGE FINANCE
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You bought $10,000 Ethereum with the
intention of generating passive income. This
is possible, for example through farmingprojects. Now there is a project that oﬀers
10% annual return, anot- her project that
oﬀers 15% and another project that oﬀers
20000%, but mostly with this high numbers
you can assume that it's a scam. However, a
beginner either loses money or earns less
than he/she could actually earn because
he/she doesn’t have the time and prior
knowledge to deal with it in detail.

Anchorage Finance oﬀers you the solution
to this huge problem and now it’s possible
for you to ﬁnd your way in this market. It
calcula- tes the relation between safety and
return for farming-projects using a specially
created calculation formula. The formula
generates a score from 1 to 10 that shows
how good (10) or how bad (1) the farmingprojects are. With this score you can easily
see how safe and proﬁ- table a farmingproject is. In additi- on, Anchorage Finance
will show you how to use these farmingprojects in a safe and easy way.
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THE SCORE INCLUDES
Age of project: How long has the project existed?
Volume: How big is the project?
Audits: How often and by whom was it audited?
Smart Contracts: How safe are the smart contracts?
Previous projects: What projects have they done before?
What is the market capitalization of the reward token?
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EXECUTION IN PRACTICE
Anchorage Finance is developing an app that adds farming-projects
that have been previously analyzed and checked by our
professional team. The app then calculates the score of the projects.
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NOW YOU HAVE 3 OPTIONS
Highest score
Maximum security
Highest APY(AnnualPercentageYield)
Scam farming-projects will not be added to the app.
This means that all farming-projects in the app are safe

DIFFERENT TIERS ALLOW YOU TO
Get more return on AFX farming-projects.
Unlock app features that give you more options to
manage your crypto currencies and farming-projects.
Lower up to no fees for NFT sales and auctions.

to date.
Lower up to no fees for using the services.
Additionally, the AFX token can be staked in the in-app
farming-projects to generate passive income.
Depending on how many tokens you hold in the app,
you can unlock different tiers
The app also serves as a decentralized crypto walletwhere you can store your crypto currencies and NFTs and has the feature to
connect and trade with decentralized exchanges. In addition, there will be an internal NFT exchange where you can offer your
purchased and/or self-created NFTs for auction or sale.
The security of the stored cryptocurrencies and NFTs is guaranteed by the app being audited by 3 different companies. Quant Stamp (has audited BSC), CERTIK (a very well-known and safe auditing company) and others. Anchorage Finance App
will be released in Q42022.
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USE CASES OF AFX TOKEN

Unlock different tiers in the Anchorage Finance App to get more features and higher APY in
Anchorage Finance farming-projects.
Buying and selling NFTs on the AFX in-app NFT exchange.
Generate passive income through our own farming-projects.
Reﬂects the AFX market value.
Execute cheap and fast transactions.
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DEFI EXPLAINED
DeFi
(decentralizedfinance)
means
the
decentralization off in ancial services. This solves
acute problems in current financial services.
Services that used to be standard equipment and
prone to human error are now automated and more
secure with code everyone can see and audit. So, if
you are familiar with the Internet, you are in good
hands.
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EXAMPLE
You invest money in your bank to earn interest. Now there are 5 problems:

You don't have instant access to your money
If the bank wants, they can take / seizure / freeze your money
The bank keeps most of the interest for itself
The bank knows your identity
You never know exactly what they are doing with your money
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These problems are solved with DeFi

Initially, DeFi was just a way to invest

because it allows you to access most of

higher amounts starting from a 4-digit

the financial services without revealing

amount, because the transaction fees

your identity or losing control of your

on the Ethereum block chain can range

money, such as earning interest, making

between $20-$200. After the release of

loans, taking out insurance, exchanging

the Binance Smart Chain(BSC), on which

derivatives, using loans and much more.

the trans action fees are between $0.05

In addition, there are no paper forms, no

$1, it was also possible for small

third parties, it’s anonymous and fast.

investors to use DeFi services and to

With DeFi, marketplaces are always

participate in interest, loans, derivatives

accessible, so there is no “higher

etc. with little money. You can imagine

authority” that can prevent payments or

how immense the ﬂood of new DeFi

deny you access.

projects has become as a result.
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The Problem
The problem is, with the ﬂood camea lot
of scams and it became more difficult for
beginners to find their way around. It may
sound attractive to invest money in a
100,000% APYfarming-project, but this
usually also means that the project has
significant risks that are often not shown.
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So, there are exactly 3 main scenarios that can happen
You will learn from the ground up how crypto, block chain and DeFi
works, what the programming is like and what to look out for. Asa result,
after intensive research and analysis, you will ﬁnd exactly the perfect
farming-project that offers you the maximum security in relation to the
proﬁt for your requirements.
You only have a little prior knowledge and invest in a safe farming
project. As a result, you have successfully invested your crypto
currency(s), but you get less return than you could actually get with the
same or higher security.
You have no previous knowledge and in the worst case you lose
everything or in the best case you earn less than you could actually
earn.

As you can see, it’s not easy for a beginner to
ﬁnd the necessary time to deal with it
intensively and even once you have dealt with
it and found the right farming-project, you
always have to keep up-to date, because
something about the currently used farmingproject can change at anytime or new farmingprojects that are more proﬁtable and –or safer
can be added. This work, multiplied to different
coins/tokens on different block chains, can
only be done full-time or isn’t careful enough
and you will risk losing money or making less
money than you actually could.
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The AFX Solution
Anchorage Finance (AFX) offers an automated all-in-one
solution to this problem. With the AFX app it’s possible to
invest in farming-projects adjusted to your requirements
without prior knowledge and always have an overview of
how secure and proﬁtable your crypto currencies are.
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EXECUTION IN
PRACTICE

Especially
developed
calculation
formula
that
calculates
the
relation
between safety and return on
farming-projects and creates
a score that’s how good(10)or
bad(1)a farming-project is.

An app in which this
calculation
formula
is
implemented and applied to
farming-projects previously
analyzed by our professional
team of experts and added to
the app.

Free education and tutorial
videos for people who want
to become experts in DeFi,
crypto and block chain
themselves.

Full automation at higher tiers
unlocked by holding a certain
number of tokens in the app.
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Automatically invest the crypto currencies in farming-projects based on the previously
set safety and return settings.
Automatic compounding: There turn is automatically reinvested in the farming-project,
maximizing the APY without having to do it manually several times a day. This
prevents losses caused by human error.

THE
AUTOMATION
INCLUDES

Automatically switch farming projects as soonas new projects more adjusted based on
your requirements and settings become available.
Automatically buy and sell crypto currencies on decentralized exchanges based on
your previously set requirements.
Automatically buy and sell NFTs based on your previously set requirements. (There will
also be AFX custom settings where you can add or remove your specific requirements)
The app will also serve as a crypto wallet where you can safely store your crypto
currencies and NFTs.
The safety of the app and In-app functions is guaranteed by the fact that the app
and all the features it contains are audited by 3 different companies.
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TOKENOMICS

ANCHORAGE FINANCE
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ROADMAP

THE
STAGE I
AUTOMATION
Setting up token contract
Binance-Smart-Chain.
INCLUDES

on

Setting up social media channels.
Building
initial
community
through marketing.
Listing-announcement on official
exchange platforms.
Seed-sale to private community.

STAGE II
Launching website and pre-sale
launch pad
Pre-sale
to
community
members.
Heavy marketing for listing day.
Listing
AFX-token
on
Pancakeswap & Dodoex.io &
Kucoin.

STAGE III
Starting Anchorage Finance
farming-projects.(Initially on the
website then on the app)
Large-scale marketing to grow
Anchorage Finance community.
Official
listing-announcement
on a top-20 crypto exchange.
First trailer and sneak-peak of
the app.
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STAGE IV
Listing AFX-token on a top-20crypto
exchange.
Strategic-sale with minimal possible
effect on token price. (As a fund
sprocurement for app development)
Releasing the beta-app and AFX-token
airdrop for beta testers. (Initially only for
storing AFX-token and using farmingprojects)
Releasing NFT trading platform. (Initially
on the website then on the app)
Adding more functions on the app.
Implementing the calculation formula to
the app and farming-projects, previously
analyzed and checked by our team.
Adding full automated farming for
different in-app tiers.

STAGE V
Marketing for officiall apprelease.
Releasing official Anchorage
Finance IOS and Android app.
Producing professional videos
for
the
in-app
education
platform.
Releasing
in-app
education
platform.
Releasing
final
version
whitepaper.
Starting trading competitions
with huge airdrops.

STAGE VI
Adding Ethereum-chain(ERC20) to AFXtoken.
Adding farming-projects to AFX-ERC20token.
Official listing-announcement on a toptier crypto exchange.
Large-scale marketing for the top-tier
listing.
Listing on a top-tier crypto exchange.
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PARTNERS & AUDITORS

COINMARKETCAP

COINGECKO

PINK SALE

DEXTOOLS

NOMICS

COINSULT
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DISCLAIMER
This litepaper (“Litepaper”) does not constitute a
prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not
intended to constitute an offer of securities or a
solicitation for investment in securities in any
jurisdiction. AFX tokens (“Tokens”) do not, and are not
intended to, constitute securities in any jurisdiction.
This Litepaper is not and does not constitute any offer,
advice, solicitation, or any initiation (in any form
whatsoever) to any persons (including both natural and
non-natural persons) to acquire any Tokens at any
time and nothing in this document shall form the basis
of any investment or acquisition decision by any
person. As the Tokens do not constitute securities in
any jurisdiction, the Tokens are outside of the scope of
any regulatory requirements and any reader of this
Litepaper (“You”), by accessing and/or accepting
possession of any information contained here in, You
here by represent and warrant to Anchorage Finance:

i.

That the Tokens do not constitute securities in any form in any jurisdiction;

ii. You agree and acknowledge that this Litepaper does not constitute a
prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an
offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in securities in any jurisdiction;
iii. You agree and acknowledge that no regulatory authority has examined or
approved this Litepaper and any information contained herein, no action has
been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any
jurisdiction and the publication, dissemination of this Litepaper does not imply
that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied
with;
iv. You agree and acknowledge that this Litepaper is information-only and not
advice and shall not be interpreted, construed, or deemed by You as any
indication of the merits of the Tokens or the Anchorage Finance project;
v. The distribution or dissemination of this Litepaper, any part thereof or any
copy thereof, or acceptance of the same by you, is not prohibited by any
applicable laws, regulations, or rules within your jurisdiction, and where any
restrictions in relation to possession are applicable, you have observed and
complied with all such restrictions at your own expense and without liability to
Anchorage Finance as a project and/or any Anchorage Finance personnel
(“Personnel”);
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vi.
You agree and acknowledge that should you, at any time, decide to
purchase or acquire (in any manner) any Tokens, then the Tokens are not to be
construed, interpreted, classified, or treated as any kind of currency, any form of
security (including debentures, stocks or shares, or similar), rights, options or
derivatives in respect of any form of security (including debentures, stocks or
shares, or similar), rights under any contract for difference of similar
instrument,units in a collective investment scheme, business trust, order ivative
there to, or any other security or class, type, or form of securities; vi. you agree
and acknowledge that you have an understanding of crypto currencies, block
chain technology, DeFi, and the general space in which the Anchorage Finance
project operates;
vii. You agree and acknowledge that you are fully aware and understand
anyrisks which may or may not be associated with any purchase or acquisition
of any Tokens;
viii. You agree and acknowledge that neither Anchorage Finance nor any
Personnel are liable for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, consequential or
other losses of any kind in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited
to loss of revenue, income or profits), arising out of or in connection with any
acceptance of or reliance on this Litepaper or any part thereof byYou
ix. And all of the acknowledgements, representations and warranties provided
by You are complete, accurate and nonmisleading and the agreements by You
herein are legally binding upon You from the time of Your access and/or
acceptance of this Litepaper and any information contained herein.

To the maximum extent permitted by applicable laws, Anchorage
Finance and Personnel shall not be liable for any direct, indirect,
special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind in tort,
contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue,
income or profits), arising out of or in connection with any
acceptance of or reliance on this Litepaper or any part thereof by
You . Further, Anchorage Finance and Personnel make, and do not
purport to make, and hereby fully disclaims, any and all
representations, warranties, undertakings in any form whatsoever to
any entity or person (including non - natural persons) in relation to
this Litepaper and any information herein in respect of the
completeness, accuracy, fairness or otherwise and no responsibility
or liability is accepted by any such person for any loss howsoever
arising from any use of, or reliance on, or in connection with, this
Litepaper or its content or otherwise arising in connection therewith .
This Litepaper describes the current state of the Anchorage Finance
project and this Litepaper and both the Anchorage Finance project
and Personnel reserve the right to update this Litepaper and any
associated actions from time to time . This Litepaper is not for
distribution into, or to, persons with addresses in the United States
of America (or any of its territories or possessions) (together, the
“US”) and in addition (so unconnected to the latter) to jurisdictions
where such distribution may be restricted.
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